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ABSTRACT: AlkB and its human homologue AlkBH2 are Fe(II)- and 2-oxoglutarate (2OG)-dependent oxygenases that repair
alkylated DNA bases occurring as a consequence of reactions with mutagenic agents. We used molecular dynamics (MD) and
combined quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods to investigate how structural dynamics influences the
selectivity and mechanisms of the AlkB- and AlkBH2-catalyzed demethylation of 3-methylcytosine (m3C) in single (ssDNA) and
double (dsDNA) stranded DNA. Dynamics studies reveal the importance of the flexibility in both the protein and DNA components
in determining the preferences of AlkB for ssDNA and of AlkBH2 for dsDNA. Correlated motions, including of a hydrophobic β-
hairpin, are involved in substrate binding in AlkBH2−dsDNA. The calculations reveal that 2OG rearrangement prior to binding of
dioxygen to the active site Fe is preferred over a ferryl rearrangement to form a catalytically productive Fe(IV)O intermediate.
Hydrogen atom transfer proceeds via a σ-channel in AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−dsDNA; in AlkB−ssDNA, there is a competition
between σ- and π-channels, implying that the nature of the complexed DNA has potential to alter molecular orbital interactions
during the substrate oxidation. Our results reveal the importance of the overall protein−DNA complex in determining selectivity and
how the nature of the substrate impacts the mechanism.
1. INTRODUCTION
Alkylation of DNA by endogenous and exogenous sources can
cause cytotoxicity and/or cancer-linked mutations.1−4 Direct
repair of damaged DNA bases occurs via processes involving
DNA glycosylases, O6-methylguanine DNA methyltransferases,
and AlkB type oxygenases.5,6 AlkB family oxygenases utilize 2-
oxoglutarate (2OG) and Fe(II) to catalyze demethylation of
alkylated DNA bases. AlkB homologues exist in most bacteria
and many eukaryotes. In humans, nine AlkB homologues have
been identified (AlkBH1 to AlkBH8 and FTO), most of which
are reported to act on DNA and/or RNA.6−9 The AlkB
oxygenases that are involved in repair have distinct substrate
selectivities for different types of alkylated DNA. For example,
AlkB and AlkBH3 prefer to repair methylation damage in
single-stranded nucleic acids (ssDNA) rather than double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA), whereas AlkBH2 more efficiently
acts on duplex dsDNA compared to ssDNA.6,10,11,12a The
effectiveness of the AlkB-related enzymes also depends on the
identity of the nucleobase and the nature and position of the
alkylated group. AlkB-related enzymes are reported to act on
multiple monoalkylated DNA nucleobases, i.e., 1-methylade-
nine (m1A), 3-methylcytosine (m3C), 1-methylguanine (m1G),
3-methylthymine (m3T), 6-methyladenine (m6A), 4-methyl-
cytosine (m4C), and exocyclic bridge-containing lesions, e.g.,
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ethenoadenine (εA) and ethenocytosine (εC).6,13a,14 In the
cases of AlkB, AlkBH2, and AlkBH3, alkylated adenines and
cytosines are more efficiently repaired than their guanine and
thymine analogues, and alkyl groups on the endo nitrogen
nucleobase atoms are more efficiently repaired than alkyl
groups on exocyclic amines.6,10,11,12a AlkB and AlkBH2 are
proposed to efficiently repair m1A and m3C owing to their
cationic nature which is believed to enhance the rate of
dealkylation.6,10,11,12a
Crystal structures of AlkB (Escherichia coli) and its
homologues reveal that they have a modified double-stranded
β-helix (DSBH) core fold,1,10,11 which is made up of eight β-
strands that support the active site, and which is conserved in
2OG oxygenases.6,10,11 AlkB interacts almost exclusively with
the DNA strand that contains the damaged base and uses a
base-flipping mechanism to access the damaged base, resulting
in significant distortions in the DNA; AlkB compresses the two
bases that flank the flipped-out bases to maintain base
stacking.10,11,12a By contrast, AlkBH2 interacts extensively
with both strands of its dsDNA substrate. AlkBH2 contains a
catalytically important hydrophobic hairpin motif, located
between β3 and β4, which bears an aromatic “finger” Phe102
that intercalates into the duplex stack, filling the gap resulting
from the flipping of the damaged base and thus helping
maintain the normal length and stacking of dsDNA in the
enzyme−substrate complex.10,11 Compared to AlkB, AlkBH2
Scheme 1. Proposed Catalytic Cycle for Demethylation of a Monoalkyl Substrate (Exemplified with m3C) by AlkB Family
Members
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has extra DNA-binding motifs that grasp the complementary
strand of the dsDNA; AlkBH2 uses a positively charged RKK
loop (Arg241, Lys242, and Lys243) and an additional long,
flexible loop containing DNA-binding residues Arg198,
Gly204, and Lys205 to bind the complementary DNA
strand.10,11,12a
The available evidence implies that the AlkB homologues
have three Fe coordinating residues (His1, Asp, and His2) and
employ a typical 2OG−oxygenase catalytic cycle (Scheme 1),
which has two main stages: dioxygen activation and substrate
oxidation. The first stage involves oxidative decarboxylation of
2OG, to give succinate and CO2, leading to the formation of an
Fe(IV)O intermediate, which for some 2OG oxygenases has
been shown to have a high-spin quintet ground state (S = 2, M
= 5).15−17 Crystallographic analyses show that the 2OG ligates
the metal in an “off-line” mode where the C2 carbonyl oxygen
is positioned trans to a carboxylate oxygen of the Fe-
coordinating aspartate.10,11 One of the C1 carboxylate oxygens
of 2OG occupies an axial position (trans to His2); the sixth
coordination site of the octahedral geometry is occupied by a
water. Subsequent formation of the reactive Fe(IV)O
intermediate via such a binding mode (“off-line” geometry)
of O2 would require rearrangement to position the ferryl
adjacent to the oxidized substrate CH bond (“in-line”
geometry). This could occur via a 2OG C1 carboxylate
rearrangement at the five-coordination state or a “ferryl flip” to
position the activated oxygen near the substrate.18a Studies on
PHF8, another 2OG-dependent demethylase acting on N-
methyl lysine residues in histones, imply that the former is
more likely.18b
In the second stage of the catalytic cycle, the methyl group
of the substrate is hydroxylated by the Fe(IV)O species. The
hydroxylated hemiaminal product can then undergo a
spontaneous, nonenzymatic reaction to give the final
demethylated product with the release of formaldehyde, the
rate of which is dependent on the product.19
Biochemical and structural studies have led to a consensus
mechanism for 2OG oxygenases4,6,12a,b,13a (Scheme 1). Prior
to O2 binding, the resting state (C) contains an Fe(II) complex
which is then ligated by 2OG (in a bidentate manner), two
histidines (His1 and His2), and one aspartate residue (Scheme
1). The sixth coordination site is normally occupied by a water
molecule.10,11,20a Binding of the substrate (e.g., 3-methylcyto-
sine (m3C) DNA) induces the loss of the ligating water,
leading to the opening of the site to give a five-coordinate
complex (D) with (at least in some cases, as observed by
crystallography) an “off-line” 2OG binding mode. From the
five-coordinate complex (D), (at least) two reactions paths are
possible from the “off-line” mode, i.e., paths A and B (Scheme
1). In path A, dioxygen binds to the five-coordinate complex
(D) in an “end on” manner to give an Fe(III)−superoxo
complex (E) (Figure 1, Figure S1). Oxidative decarboxylation
of 2OG, which in some cases proceeds via an Fe(II)-
peroxysuccinate intermediate (F),20b would result in the
formation of an Fe(IV)−oxo complex (G), which is incorrectly
oriented to react with substrate. The ferryl intermediate (G)
could then reorient (“ferryl flip”) toward the methyl group of
the substrate to orientate the reactive Fe(IV)O species (H)
in a catalytically productive manner. In path B, the “off-line”
2OG binding mode of the five-coordinate complex (D) first
rearranges to an “in-line” 2OG binding mode of the five-
coordinate complex (D′) with an open site adjacent to the
substrate CH bond (trans to His2). Dioxygen binds to the
open site to give the “in-line” Fe(III)−superoxo complex (E′)
which undergoes decarboxylation of 2OG to give the reactive
Fe(IV)O species (H). The active Fe(IV)O complex
enables hydrogen atom abstraction followed by rebound
hydroxylation to give the hydroxylated product (J).
Owing to their pathological and biological roles, 2OG
oxygenases have been the subject of computational anal-
yses.21−33 Studies have been reported on the mechanism of
bacterial AlkB in the repair of 1-methyl adenine (m1A) and
exocyclic bridge-containing ethenoadenine (εA) single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) substrates using DFT and quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) meth-
ods.22,24,27−29 Several dynamics studies have shown the
Figure 1. Average structure of AlkBH2−dsDNA (A) and the view of the active site (B) derived from the Fe(III)−superoxo intermediate MD
simulations. Coloring: double-stranded beta helix (DSBH) core fold (green) and the hydrophobic β-hairpin (pink). NTD and CTD are N-terminal
domain and C-terminal domain, respectively.
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importance of conformational dynamics for catalysis in AlkB
and its human homologues.34a−c,35a−d For example, dynamics
studies on human AlkB homologue 5 (AlkBH5) imply that its
2OG binding pocket undergoes conformational changes that
expand the active site to permit catalytically productive
substrate binding.34a Dynamics studies with the homology
modeled AlkB human homologue 1 (AlkBH1) show the
importance of two predicted disulfide bridges and a zinc finger
domain for DNA recognition and binding.34b Recent molecular
dynamics studies on the enzyme−substrate complex of
bacterial AlkB using m1A and m6A ssDNA and dsDNA
substrates have shown how conformational flexibility can
influence the structure−function relationships and substrate
selectivity.34c Bleijlevens and co-workers have reported that
AlkB is a dynamic protein that exhibits different folding states
in its apo and holo forms, and that a fully folded and
catalytically competent complex can occur only when both
2OG and Fe2+ are bound to the enzyme.35a It has also been
shown that AlkB exhibits significantly different dynamics
properties when bound with 2OG or succinate; this is
substantially because 2OG makes interactions with both active
site ion and the larger β-sheet of the DSBH, helping to
maintain a well-folded conformation.35b Dynamics studies on
AlkB by Pang et al. reveal that the DNA undergoes substantial
structural relaxation upon binding to AlkB which changes the
protein−DNA interaction, highlighting that crystal packing
may have an important role for the structural features of
protein−DNA complexes.35c Similarly, studies on AlkB
dynamics by Ergel et al. show that an important conforma-
tional transition during the catalysis by AlkB involves the
movement of the nucleotide recognition lid away from the
active site into a more open position where it participates in
fewer constraining interactions with the Fe(II)/2OG core.35d
However, the studies on nucleic acid oxygenases to
date24,27−29 have not investigated the 2OG rearrangement or
“ferryl flip” processes that may be required to produce a
catalytically productive Fe(IV)O species. They also did not
consider the effect of the nature of the substrate (ss/dsDNA)
and conformational dynamics of the entire complex on
determining substrate selectivity and mechanism. Although
some studies have explored the substrate oxidation step by
modeling the ferryl complex,24,27,29,32 none have analyzed the
dynamics and collective motions of the reactive oxidizing
intermediates.
To investigate the roles of structural dynamics in the
bacterial and eukaryotic AlkB homologue selectivity and
mechanism, we performed molecular dynamic simulations to
explore variations in the conformational behavior of Fe(III)−
superoxo and ferryl complexes in AlkB−ssDNA, AlkB−
dsDNA, and AlkBH2−dsDNA. The human homologue of
AlkB 2 (AlkBH2) was chosen to explore the generality of the
results for AlkB and because of its role in human DNA
repair.10,11 The m3C monoalkylated substrates were studied
because of their biological importance and lack of previous
computational work on them. Combined QM/MM methods
were used to explore the mechanisms of the three enzyme−
substrate complexes during demethylation of 3-methylcytosine
(m3C) substrates, including dioxygen activation, “ferryl flip”/
2OG rearrangement, and substrate hydroxylation steps.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. The Nature of the Substrate Influences the
Conformational Dynamics of the Enzyme−Substrate
Complexes for O2 Activation in AlkB−ssDNA, AlkB−
dsDNA, and AlkBH2−dsDNA Systems. 2.1.1. Overall
Dynamics of the Enzyme−Substrate Complexes. To obtain
insight into the structural dynamics of the three enzyme−
substrate complexes of interest (AlkB−ssDNA, AlkB−dsDNA,
and AlkBH2−dsDNA), we first carried out the MD
simulations on their Fe(III)−superoxo complexes with
coordinated 2OG. The results reveal that the active sites,
proteins, and the protein−DNA complexes of the three
enzymes are stable with average root mean square deviations
(RMSDs) of 0.38, 1.03, and 1.13 Å, respectively, for AlkB−
ssDNA; 0.51, 1.52, and 3.05 Å, respectively, for AlkBH2−
dsDNA; and 0.42, 1.59, and 2.95 Å, respectively, for AlkB−
dsDNA (Figure S2). The dsDNA in both AlkBH2−dsDNA
and AlkB−dsDNA exhibited large fluctuations during the
simulations, which affects the overall RMSD of the protein−
DNA complexes. Hence, the DNA contributes substantially to
the overall flexibility of the complexes, in agreement with
conclusions from previous studies on the dynamics of the
resting state of AlkB.34c,35c By contrast, AlkB−ssDNA shows a
more compact structure than both AlkB−dsDNA and
AlkBH2−dsDNA, due to the smaller number of nucleotides.
This observation is supported by analyses on the distance
between the center of mass of the protein and the DNA
(Figures S3−S6). Center of mass analyses reveal average values
of 15.8, 19.7, and 25.2 Å between the protein and DNA for
AlkB−ssDNA, AlkBH2−dsDNA, and AlkB−dsDNA, respec-
tively. This trend implies that the AlkBH2−dsDNA complex
structure is more compact than that of AlkB−dsDNA, in
agreement with crystallographic observations; i.e., AlkBH2−
dsDNA forms a stabilizing interaction with both DNA chains,
whereas AlkB−dsDNA only forms direct interactions with one
of the DNA chains.10,11
2.1.2. Flexibility of the 2OG Binding Sites. In the 2OG
binding site of AlkBH2−dsDNA, the hydrogen bonding
interactions between the C5 carboxylate oxygens of 2OG
and Tyr161 (98% of the MD snapshots) and Arg248 (93%)
are stable. O4 of the 2OG C5 carboxylate makes an
electrostatic interaction with Arg248 (93%). Similarly, with
AlkB−ssDNA, the 2OG makes analogous strong hydrogen
bonding interactions with Tyr122 (>99%) and Arg204 (99%)
and an electrostatic interaction with Arg204 (99%). In AlkB−
dsDNA, 2OG (O3, O4) make interactions with Ser145 (61%,
54%) and Trp178 (41%, 30%). These interactions are less
stable along the MD time course when compared with
AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−ssDNA, implying that 2OG is
more effectively stabilized in both of these enzyme−substrate
complexes compared to AlkB−dsDNA.
2.1.3. Interactions of the Iron-Coordinating Residues.
Hydrogen bonding interactions involving the Fe-coordinating
histidines (His1 and His2) (100% of the MD snapshots in all
AlkBH2−dsDNA, AlkB−ssDNA, and AlkB−dsDNA) may
enhance active site stability. The noncoordinating oxygen of
the Fe-coordinating aspartate is also apparently stabilized via
hydrogen bonding interactions, with Arg254 (>99%), Arg210
(99%), and Arg210 (47%) in AlkBH2−dsDNA, AlkB−ssDNA,
and AlkB−dsDNA, respectively (Figures S7−S9). The Fe-
coordinating axial histidine (His2) residues are stabilized via
π−π stacking with nearby Phe and Trp residues in AlkBH2−
dsDNA (Phe195 and Phe197) and AlkB−ssDNA (Phe154 and
Trp178); these stacking interactions are apparently weaker in
AlkB−dsDNA (Phe154 and Trp178) (Figures S10−S12),
possibly reflecting weaker binding of the DNA to AlkB in this
ACS Central Science http://pubs.acs.org/journal/acscii Research Article
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complex, as the protein only interacts with one of the duplex
DNA chains.10,11
2.1.4. Dynamics of the Substrate Binding Sites. In the
three enzyme−substrate complexes, the heteroaromatic ring of
the substrate base (m3C) is stabilized via π-stacking
interactions with aromatic residues, which are important in
substrate recognition.10,11 Phe124 and Tyr122 (AlkBH2−
dsDNA), Trp69 and Tyr76 (AlkB−ssDNA), and Trp69 and
Tyr76 (AlkB−dsDNA), as well as the imidazole groups of the
coordinating equatorial histidine (His1) residues, participate in
π-stacking interactions, which likely help promote a catalyti-
cally productive orientation of the substrate. The exocyclic
amine (N4) of the substrate is stabilized by interactions with
Glu175 (AlkBH2−dsDNA), Asp135 (AlkB−ssDNA), and
Asp135 (AlkB−dsDNA), but the interaction is weaker in the
latter case. The intercalating residue, Phe102, that helps in
flipping of the damaged base into the active site in AlkBH2−
dsDNA,10,11 forms a stable and continuous π-stacking
interaction with the nearby bases; this enhances the stability
of the duplex DNA in AlkBH2−dsDNA.
2.1.5. Long-Range Correlated Motions. Collective dynam-
ics provides insight into correlated motions between remote
regions of the enzyme−substrate complex. In the AlkBH2−
dsDNA and AlkB−dsDNA complexes, dynamic cross
correlation analysis (DCCA) (Figure 2A, Figures S13−S16)
shows that the β-sheets of the DSBH core have positive
correlations with one another. These are more intense in
AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−dsDNA than in AlkB−ssDNA,
implying that the nature of DNA substrate is capable of
influencing the overall correlation motion of the Fe center
region via a long-range interaction.
In AlkBH2−dsDNA, residues Tyr161 and Arg248, that bind
to 2OG, have a positive correlation with β6 and β7 that form
the substrate recognition lid, as well as one of the β-strands
(β9) of the DSBH, indicating that binding of 2OG might
influence the substrate binding site and the orientation of the
Fe center. The DNA binding residues (198−214) manifest a
positive correlation with Fe, the metal ion coordinating His236
and nearby residues (230−238), implying that such correlated
motions might also be of importance for productive substrate
orientation. With AlkB−ssDNA, the 2OG binding residues
(Tyr122 and Arg204) manifest a positive correlation with Fe,
the metal coordinating aspartate, and the loop bearing the
metal coordinating HXD motif. The 2OG binding residues
(Ser145 and Trp178) in AlkB−dsDNA only show positive
correlation with residues on β7 (147−150). These observa-
tions imply that the correlated motions of the 2OG binding
residues in AlkB−ssDNA likely influence substrate binding
more than in AlkB−dsDNA. Further, the DNA binding
residues (155−166) in AlkB−ssDNA show positive correlation
with the Fe coordinating 2OG, His131, Asp133, and His187,
and the nearby residues (126−135 and 183−192). The DNA
binding residues (155−166) in AlkB−dsDNA only show
positive correlation with the two metal ion coordinating
histidines (His131 and His187), implying that there are
stronger correlated motions in AlkB−ssDNA compared to
AlkB−dsDNA. Differences in correlation motions could reflect
the stronger binding of AlkB to ssDNA compared to dsDNA
(where the protein only interacts with the strand that contains
the damaged base). Overall, the analyses imply that complex
correlated motions of the molecules are important during
catalysis.
Biophysical analyses reveal that AlkBH2−dsDNA contains a
hydrophobic β-hairpin (β3- β4) (aa 89−108) that is close to
the active site and which is important in enabling the
preference of AlkBH2 for dsDNA substrates.10,11 DCCA
reveals that this hydrophobic β-hairpin has a strong positive
correlation with residues 123−128 and the substrate. Residues
123−128 belong to β6 and β7 and are proposed to form a
substrate recognition lid.10,11 Such correlated motions might
contribute to the binding of the substrate as proposed on the
basis of experimental studies.10,11
Studies on AlkBH2 have revealed that the D173A, H236A,
and R203H substitutions cause loss of activity.36 DCCA shows
that D173 and H236 have a strong positive correlation with
the Fe center, 2OG, and the coordinating histidines and
aspartate. R203 which is located in α4, shows a strong
correlation with the DNA-binding flexible long loop (residues
200−206). Such correlated motions might potentially
contribute to the loss of activity with the D173A and H236A
variants, while the R203H substitution might affect DNA
Figure 2. Dynamic cross correlation (A) and principal component analysis (B) for the AlkBH2−dsDNA Fe(III)−superoxo complex. In part A,
residue numbers are as follows: 1−206 (protein), 207 (Fe), 208 (O2), 209 (2OG), 210−235 (DNA), and 216 (m3C substrate). NTD and CTD
are the N-terminal and C-terminal domains, respectively. Yellow to blue represents the direction of motion of residues in part B.
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binding. Additional studies are needed to validate these
proposals.
PCA shows that AlkB−ssDNA (Figure S17) has limited
motion for the loop connecting β6 to β7 and its N- and C-
terminal regions. AlkBH2−dsDNA (Figure 2B) has limited
motions at its N- and C-terminal regions, whereas AlkB−
dsDNA (Figure S18) shows major motion in its complexed
DNA and limited motions at its N- and C-terminal regions.
These observations support the preferences of AlkB and
AlkBH2 for ssDNA and dsDNA, respectively.
2.1.6. Dynamics of AlkB−ssDNA, AlkB−dsDNA, and
AlkBH2−dsDNA with Undamaged DNA. MD simulations
with the nonmethylated DNA substrate reveal that it can bind
to the enzymes (Figures S19−S21). The studies show that the
protein−DNA complexes in both AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−
ssDNA are more rigid than the AlkB−dsDNA complex
(Figures S22−S24). The measured distance between the Fe
center and N3 of the substrate in comparison with the N-
methylated DNA substrates in all the three systems implies
that the undamaged DNA systems are not catalytically
productive (Figures S25 and S26), even though the complexes
are stable. Binding free energy calculations using the molecular
mechanics/generalized born surface area (MM/GBSA)13b
method reveal weaker binding of undamaged DNA to the
respective enzyme compared with the results obtained for the
damaged DNA substrates. In the undamaged DNA complexes,
the relative free energies of binding of DNA to protein in
AlkBH2−dsDNA, AlkB−ssDNA, and AlkB−dsDNA are
−125.26, −26.55, and −32.87 kcal/mol, respectively. Values
of −143.03, −37.10, and −45.99 kcal/mol for the damaged
DNA complexes of AlkBH2−dsDNA, AlkB−ssDNA, and
AlkB−dsDNA complexes, respectively, are consistent with
the catalytically productive nature of the latter complexes.
2.2. Reaction Mechanism of the Dioxygen Activation.
2.2.1. O2 Activation for the “Off-Line” Fe(III)−Superoxo
Complex. QM/MM calculations were carried out using a
snapshot from the productive MD trajectories of the “off-line”
Fe(III)−superoxo complex, taking the distance between the
distal oxygen (Od) of the superoxide and the C2 of the 2OG as
a reaction coordinate (Figures S2D, S28, and S29). The QM
region (Figure 3) contains the iron−dioxygen (Fe−O2) unit,
2OG, the methylimidazole groups of His171 (His1) (His131
for AlkB) and His236 (His2) (His187 for AlkB), the acetate
group of Asp173 (Asp133 for AlkB), the methylguanidium
group of Arg254 (Arg210 for AlkB), and the 3-methylcytosine
part of the DNA substrate.
The potential energy profile and the optimized geometries of
the stationary points obtained for the dioxygen activation
process (Scheme 2) are presented in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively. In the optimized QM/MM model of the reactant
(RC1), the Fe−Op and Op−Od distances are 2.11 and 1.27 Å,
respectively. The Fe center oxidation state was determined via
a spin density analysis. The spin densities of Fe and dioxygen
are 4.19 and −0.68, respectively, supporting the Fe(III)
oxidation state of this complex; the values compare favorably
with previous studies on 2OG oxygenases.23−26 The relatively
long Op−Od bond and the spin density value of O2 support the
superoxide character of RC1.23,24 In the first transition state
(TS1) the Op−Od bond distance increases to 1.37 Å, while the
Fe−Op and Od−C2 bond lengths shorten to 2.00 and 1.42 Å,
respectively, in agreement with the results of previous
studies.24,25a The C1−C2 distance increases from 1.55 to1.83
Å, pointing to the partial cleavage of the bond in readiness to
eliminate CO2.
Decarboxylation proceeds via an Fe(II)-peroxysuccinate
intermediate20b (IM1), involving the cleavage of C1−C2 of
2OG and formation of a bond between Od and C2 of 2OG,
with an activation barrier of 11.8 kcal/mol, including the zero-
point energy contribution, calculated at the UB3LYP/def2-
TZVP level. Formation of this intermediate (IM1) is highly
exergonic with an energy of −34.3 kcal/mol. The highly
exergonic nature of this step is likely due to release of CO2 and
formation of succinate. At this stage, the C1−C2 bond is
completely cleaved with a distance of 3.48 Å while the peroxy
bridge Op−Od bond is elongated to 1.45 Å. In AlkBH2−
dsDNA, hydrophobic interactions of Met226 with Phe197 and
Ile184 including π-stacking interaction of Phe195 and Phe197
enhance stabilization of TS1. TS1 is further stabilized by
networks of hydrogen bonding interactions of Arg254 with
Thr252 and the noncoordinating oxygen of the iron ligating
Asp173. TS1 derived from AlkB−ssDNA is stabilized by
hydrophobic interaction of Ile143 with Trp178, hydrogen
bonding interaction of Arg210 with the noncoordinating
oxygen of the iron ligating Asp133, and hydrogen bonding
interaction of Thr208 with the noncoordinating oxygen of C1-
carboxylate of the 2OG. In addition to the hydrophobic
interaction of Ile143 with Trp178, TS1 in AlkB−dsDNA is
stabilized by hydrogen bonding networks of Arg183 and
Arg210 with Glu136 and the noncoordinating oxygen of the
iron ligating Asp133, as well as by a salt bridge interaction of
Arg210 with the 2OG C1-carboxylate. The DCCA shows that
the residues involved in the stabilization of TS1 in AlkBH2−
dsDNA have positive correlation with the Fe-center and DSBH
core residues. In AlkB−dsDNA, the TS1 stabilizing residues
manifest positive correlation with nucleotide recognition lid
residues, while in AlkB−ssDNA the residues have positive
correlation with residues that make up the DSBH core. This
indicates that long-range interactions with DSBH residues
might be more important for O2 activation in AlkBH2−
dsDNA and AlkB−ssDNA than in AlkB−dsDNA. The results
suggest that modification of residues in the DSBH might
selectively influence the dioxygen activation process in
Figure 3. QM region of AlkB/AlkBH2 used in the QM/MM
calculations.
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AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−ssDNA, whereas with AlkB−
dsDNA targeting residues in the nucleotide recognition lid
may be more productive in this regard.
The next step, i.e., reaction of IM1 to IM2, involves
homolytic cleavage of the OpOd bond of IM1; this is faster
than the decarboxylation step with a barrier of 6.7 kcal/mol
and a barrierless process with ZPE contribution. This result
implies that the decarboxylation step is rate-limiting in the
oxygen activation phase of catalysis. IM2 has a partial bond of
length 2.10 Å between the two oxygen atoms, and the FeOp
bond length is 1.77 Å. The partial OpOd bond then breaks,
and IM2 rearranges to form IM3 with a new FeOp bond
length of 1.62 Å. The spin density of 3.16 for Fe reveals the
formation of the ferryl (Fe(IV)O) species. IM3 is
thermodynamically stable with an overall reaction energy of
−43.8 kcal/mol at the BS2+ZPE theory level, inferring that
dioxygen activation is exergonic. The Fe(IV)−oxo group in
IM3 is incorrectly positioned (“off-line” geometry) to react
with the substrate, and thus, if an intermediate, it must
undergo rearrangement, i.e., the Fe(IV)−oxo migrates toward
the methyl group of the nucleobase substrate (“in-line”
geometry).
The dioxygen activation step in AlkB−ssDNA and AlkB−
dsDNA with the same substrate (m3C) manifests similar
behavior as observed in AlkBH2−dsDNA with the rate-
determining step having barriers of 11.3 and 13.2 kcal/mol
with ZPE correction, respectively. The detailed geometries of
the stationary points are presented in the SI (Figures S30 and
S31).
2.2.2. Formation of the “In-Line” Fe(IV)O Intermediate
via a Potential “Ferryl Flip” in AlkBH2. We then investigated
the two proposed mechanistic possibilities for obtaining a
productive ferryl intermediate using QM/MM calculations. In
one mechanism, formation of the “in-line” Fe(IV)O
intermediate from IM3 (wherein the oxo group is not
productively oriented to react with the substrate) has been
proposed to occur via oxygen atom exchange with the use of a
water molecule.13a,18a,23 Such a process has been termed a
“ferryl flip”; i.e., the oxo group in IM3 flips toward the target
methyl group of the m3C substrate to give a productive
Fe(IV)O intermediate (Scheme 3). IM3′ comprises IM3
with two water molecules added to the QM region. The ferryl
flip process begins with the binding of one water molecule to
the open coordination site of the iron center, leading to the
formation of a six-coordinate ferryl complex (IM4) with bond
lengths of 2.12 and 1.62 Å for FeO1 and FeOp,
respectively. One of the protons (H1) from the coordinated
water molecule is then transferred to the noncoordinating
carboxylate oxygen of the succinate to give IM5. This step
passes through TS3 with a barrier 6.6 kcal/mol at the
BS2+ZPE level of theory. The so-transferred proton (H1) to
succinate is then transferred to the oxo (Op) group of the “off-
line” Fe(IV)O to give a “dihydroxylated” Fe(IV) complex,
IM6, with FeO1 and FeOp bond lengths of 1.82 and 1.74
Scheme 2. Mechanism of Dioxygen Activation
Figure 4. QM/MM reaction profile for the dioxygen activation step
by AlkBH2−dsDNA. Relative energies are in kcal/mol at UB3LYP/
def2-TZVP (BS2) (in red) and BS2 with ZPE (in black).
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Å, respectively. The formation of this “dihydroxylated”
complex is slightly endergonic with an energy of 5.2 kcal/
mol at the BS2+ZPE level of theory. The equatorial hydroxyl
group is then converted to H2O using the proton (Ha) from
the Arg254 guanidino group, concomitant with the sponta-
neous transfer of a proton (H2) from the axial hydroxyl group
to the noncoordinating carboxylate oxygen (O2) of the
coordinating aspartate, to give IM7. This passes thorough
TS5 with a barrier of 18.3 kcal/mol; the so-formed IM7 is
slightly endergonic with an energy of 6.7 kcal/mol at the
BS2+ZPE level of theory. Subsequently, the proton (H2) from
the noncoordinating carboxylate of the coordinating aspartate
in IM7 is transferred to the deprotonated NH (NaH) group of
Arg254, resulting in the “flipped” Fe(IV)O complex, IM8.
IM8 can then release the bound water molecule to give the “in-
line” 5-coordinate complex, IM9. The optimized “ferryl flip”
reaction states geometries and energy profile are presented in
Figure 6 and Figure S32, and Figure 7, respectively. The overall
Figure 5. Geometries of the stationary points along the dioxygen activation step in AlkBH2−dsDNA. Distances (Å) and the spin densities are in
black and pink, respectively.
Scheme 3. Proposed Ferryl Flip Mechanism by AlkBH2−dsDNA
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Figure 6. Geometries of the stationary points along the proposed ferryl flip mechanism in AlkBH2−dsDNA. Distances are in Å.
Figure 7. QM/MM reaction profile for the proposed ferryl flip mechanism by AlkBH2−dsDNA. Relative energies are in kcal/mol at UB3LYP/
def2-TZVP (BS2) (in red) and BS2 with ZPE (in black).
Figure 8. Geometries of the stationary points along the 2OG rotation in AlkBH2−dsDNA. The distances and angles are in Å and degrees,
respectively.
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“ferryl flip” process proceeds with a very high barrier of 21.7
kcal/mol, at the BS2+ZPE level of theory, which is higher than
the previously reported barrier of 10.9 and 18.1 kcal/mol for
oxygen atom exchange for Asqj23 and PHF8,18b respectively.
We also explored the possibility of direct transfer of the proton
(H2) from the axial hydroxyl (O1H2) group to the equatorial
hydroxyl group (OpH1) of the “dihydroxylated” Fe(IV)
complex, IM6 (Figure S33). This transfer results in a barrier
of 24.3 kcal/mol at the BS2+ZPE level of theory, which is 2.6
kcal/mol higher than the one observed via proton transfer
through Arg254; thus, this process is not energetically viable in
agreement with the studies on the histone demethylase,
PHF8.18b These high barriers could in part be due to the
compact nature of the active site and steric effects arising from
the nucleobase ring (cytosine) of the substrate, as well as the
second sphere residue Arg254.
2.2.3. Rotation of the C1 Carboxylate of 2OG from the
“Off-Line” to an “In-Line” Binding Mode in AlkBH2. The
change in the 2OG binding mode from the “off-line” to the “in-
line” geometry to enable a productive ferryl orientation was
then explored by performing a potential energy scan via the
changing of the dihedral angle Nε (His1)−Fe−O5 (2OG)−O2
(2OG) of the five-coordinate enzyme−substrate (ES1)
complex of AlkBH2−dsDNA. The five-coordinate ES1
complex contains an Fe(II) center (high spin state S = 2, M
= 5) ligated by two histidinyl residues (His1 and His2), one
aspartyl residue, and the 2OG cosubstrate which is bound in an
“off-line” bidentate manner. First, we performed a 1 μs MD of
the five-coordinate enzyme−substrate complex (Figures S34
and S35). We then used an MD snapshot to perform QM/MM
calculations for the proposed 2OG reorientation. QM/MM
optimizations were first carried out on the ES1 snapshots of
the system. The potential energy scans were then performed
on the optimized ES1 complex with 2° increment of the Nε
(His1)−Fe−O5−O2 dihedral angle.
The optimized stationary point geometries of the 2OG
rotation are presented in Figure 8. In the optimized QM/MM
model of the MD simulated ES1 complex snapshot, the bond
lengths of Fe−O2 and Fe−O5 are 2.05 and 2.34 Å,
respectively. The bonds are marginally elongated compared
to the Fe(III)−superoxo complexes (RC1), where the Fe−O2
and Fe−O5 bond lengths are 2.03 and 2.18 Å, respectively.
The shorter bond lengths observed in the Fe(III)−superoxo
complex are likely due to the oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III),
which strengthens metal−ligand bonds. The dihedral angle
potential energy scan resulted in the rotation of the 2OG C1
carboxylate from the “off-line” binding mode (ES1) to the “in-
line” mode (ES2). The transition state has a dihedral angle of
151.6° with Fe−O2 and Fe−O5 bond lengths 2.07 and 2.36 Å,
respectively. The rotation proceeds rapidly with barriers of
2.94 kcal/mol at the BS2+ZPE level. This value is about 1.5
kcal/mol higher than the value obtained for another 2OG
oxygenase, PHF8,18b possibly due to increased steric effects in
the active site as well as the strong hydrogen bonding
interaction of the second-sphere arginine residue (Arg254)
with the C1 carboxylate of 2OG in the enzyme, which is absent
in PHF8.
Formation of the “in-line” five-coordinate AlkBH2−dsDNA
enzyme substrate complex (ES2) is slightly exergonic with
relative energies of −1.98 kcal/mol at the BS2+ZPE level. The
dihedral angle of the formed “in-line” complex (ES2) is 153.6°
while the Fe−O2 and Fe−O5 bond lengths are 2.04 and 2.35
Å, respectively. Overall, these calculations imply that 2OG
rotation is energetically favorable in agreement with the results
for PHF8.18b
2.2.4. O2 Activation for “In-Line” Fe(III)−Superoxo
Complex. After the formation of the “in-line” five-coordinate
enzyme substrate complex (ES2), dioxygen binds to the vacant
Fe coordination site to give the “in-line” Fe(III)superoxo
complex, which was then subjected to 1 μs MD simulations
(Figures S36 and S37). An MD snapshot was then used for the
QM/MM study. The obtained results are similar to those
obtained for the “off-line” Fe(III)superoxo complex. The rate-
determining decarboxylation step has a barrier of 9.6 kcal/mol,
at the BS2+ZPE level of theory, in comparison to 11.8 kcal/
mol obtained for the “off-line” Fe(III)superoxo complex.
Therefore, for the “in-line” Fe(III)superoxo complex, the rate-
determining decarboxylation barrier is 2.2 kcal/mol lower than
for the “off-line” Fe(III)−superoxo complex, implying that the
dioxygen activation is faster in “in-line” than “off-line”
geometry. Formation of the “in-line” Fe(IV)O complex
(IM3) is also thermodynamically favorable with a reaction
energy of −63.4 kcal/mol at the BS2+ZPE level of theory, in
comparison to −43.8 kcal/mol obtained for the “off-line”
Fe(IV)O via “off-line” Fe(III)−superoxo complex, indicat-
ing the exergonic nature of the dioxygen activation reaction.
The geometries of the stationary points are presented in Figure
S38.
2.3. Conformational Flexibility Modulates the Struc-
ture of the Reactive Complex (Fe(IV)O) for the
Substrate Hydroxylation in AlkB−ssDNA, AlkB−
dsDNA, and AlkBH2−dsDNA Systems. RMSD analyses
of the active site, protein, protein−DNA complex, and DNA
for all the three Fe(IV)O complexes of the three systems
show stable structures with average RMSD values of 2.05, 1.67,
and 1.75 Å for the protein−DNA complex in AlkBH2−
dsDNA, AlkB−ssDNA, and AlkB−dsDNA, respectively
(Figure S39). These analyses reveal the stability of the active
site, protein, protein−DNA complex, and the DNA in both
AlkB−ssDNA and AlkBH2−dsDNA while they show some
flexibility in AlkB−dsDNA. DNA contributes significantly to
the overall RMSD of the protein−DNA complexes in both
AlkB−substrate complexes, while minimal contribution is
observed in AlkBH2−dsDNA. Center of mass analyses shows
a similar trend to that observed for the Fe(III)−superoxo
complexes with average values of 17.5, 26.7, and 19.3 Å for
AlkB−ssDNA, AlkB−dsDNA, and AlkBH2−dsDNA, respec-
tively (Figure S40). This observation indicates that AlkBH2−
dsDNA is more structurally compact than AlkB−dsDNA in the
ferryl complex as observed for the superoxo complex, a
difference arising from the observed stronger interactions
between the protein and dsDNA in AlkBH2−dsDNA.10,11
Hydrogen bonding analysis shows that the nonmetal-
coordinating C4 carboxylate oxygens (O3, O4) of the
succinate interact with Arg 248 (76%, 84%) and Tyr 161
(84%, 18%) in AlkBH2−dsDNA. Similar hydrogen bonding
interactions are observed in the AlkBs where the succinate C4
carboxylate oxygens (O3, O4) interact with Ser 145 and Trp
178 with (55%, 61%) and (18%, 17%), respectively, in AlkB−
ssDNA and (38%, 37%), (37%, 39%), respectively, in AlkB−
dsDNA. These results imply more flexibility in the binding of
succinate compared with that of 2OG, likely reflecting stronger
binding of the 2OG cosubstrate compared to the succinate
coproduct. These observations could be of relevance to
inhibitor design in terms of optimizing the chain length of
bonding in the 2OG/succinate pocket. In AlkBH2−dsDNA,
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the residues involved in the stabilization of the succinate have
positive correlation with residues 159−166 (β8), 188−192
(β10), and 238−250 (β14, which contains coordinating
His236 and β15). In the AlkBs, the residues that stabilize
the succinate manifest positive correlation with 174−178 (loop
connecting β9 and β10) and 206−209 (β12). All these
residues are in the vicinity of the noncoordinating C4-
carboxylate of the succinate, indicating that the correlated
motions likely aid in the overall binding of the succinate. The
results reveal stable hydrogen bonding interactions between
the iron coordinating His1 and His2 residues (>99% of the
structures in the MD simulations) in the AlkBH2−dsDNA,
AlkB−ssDNA, and AlkB−dsDNA complexes. Analysis of the
distances between the oxo group of the Fe(IV)O
intermediate and the methyl carbon of the substrate (m3C)
reveals that the substrate is closer to the metal center in the
ferryl complex than in the superoxo complex (Figures S39D,
S41, and S42). This observation is supported by molecular
mechanics/generalized born surface area (MM/GBSA)13b
calculations, which predict how strongly the substrates bind
to the proteins. In the Fe(III)−superoxo complex, the relative
free energies of binding of m3C DNA substrates to AlkBH2−
dsDNA, AlkB−ssDNA, and AlkB−dsDNA are −143.03,
−37.10, and −45.99 kcal/mol, respectively, while values of
−168.89, −56.01, and −67.91 kcal/mol are obtained for the
ferryl complex of AlkBH2−dsDNA, AlkB−ssDNA, and AlkB−
dsDNA, respectively. These results show that the m3C
substrate binds better to the proteins in the ferryl complex
than in the superoxo complex in all three enzymes, reflecting
formation of more productive complexes necessary for
hydroxylation. The calculations also show that the substrate
in AlkBH2−dsDNA binds better than in AlkB-dsDNA
complexes, possibly due to stronger interactions between the
two strands of the dsDNA and the protein in AlkBH2−
dsDNA. The MM/GBSA method provides binding free
energies of a set of ligands with similar size and structure.13c,d
We compared the relative free energies of the AlkBH2−
dsDNA and AlkB−dsDNA complexes, and the Fe(III)−
superoxo and Fe(IV)−oxo intermediates in the same system.
The effect of the size of the substrate is reduced by calculating
the relative free energies for AlkB and the methylated
nucleotide only (excluding the rest of the DNA fragments)
in both AlkB−ssDNA and AlkB−dsDNA. The results show
stronger binding between AlkB and methylated ssDNA
(−11.26 and −18.19 kcal/mol for the Fe(III)−superoxo and
Fe(IV)−oxo complexes, respectively) compared to dsDNA
(−6.46 and −9.11 kcal/mol for the Fe(III)−superoxo and
Fe(IV)−oxo complexes, respectively), in accord with exper-
imental observations.10,11
DCCA (Figure 9A, Figures S15, S16, S43, and S44) for the
ferryl proteins reveals correlated motions that are similar but
differ in details to that observed in the Fe(III)−superoxo
systems, indicating that complex correlated motions are
involved in the binding of DNA and the succinate coproduct
and contribute to the proper positioning of the substrate with
respect to Fe(IV)O for the hydrogen abstraction step.
PCA provides insight into the essential dynamics and the
direction of motion in flexible regions of proteins.37a,b PCA of
AlkBH2−dsDNA (Figure 9B) has limited motions in the N-
and C-terminal regions of the protein and major motions at the
hydrophobic β-hairpin region. The observed motion of the
hydrophobic β-hairpin, which is not observed in the Fe(III)−
superoxo complex, is toward the Fe center, resulting in
compaction of the complex, and hence likely a complex that
favors catalysis. AlkB−ssDNA (Figure S45) has motions in its
N- and C-terminal regions, while AlkB−dsDNA (Figure S46)
shows major motions at the loops connecting β6 to β7 and β4
to α2, in the DNA substrate (reduced motion when compared
with the superoxo complex) and limited motions in the N- and
C-terminal regions. The PCA results also support experimental
observations that the protein in the AlkBH2−dsDNA complex
makes strong interactions with both DNA chains while AlkB−
dsDNA protein makes interactions with one of the DNA
chains only.10,11 PCA indicates that the duplex DNA in
AlkBH2 is more rigid than in AlkB, arising from the above
stated variation in the proteins’ interaction with dsDNA.
2.4. Mechanism of DNA Substrate Hydroxylation in
AlkB−ssDNA, AlkB−dsDNA, and AlkBH2−dsDNA Com-
plexes. Steps involved in the hydroxylation of the m3C DNA
substrate (Scheme 4) comprise (i) hydrogen atom abstraction
Figure 9. Dynamic cross correlation (A) and principal component analysis (B) for AlkBH2−dsDNA at the ferryl complex stage. In part A, residue
numbers are as follows: 1−206 (protein), 207 (Fe), 208 (O), 209 (succinate), 210−235 (DNA), and 216 (m3C substrate). NTD and CTD are the
N-terminal domain and C-terminal domain, respectively. Yellow to blue represents the direction of motion of protein residues in part B.
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(HAT) followed by (ii) rebound hydroxylation. HAT involves
the cleavage of the CH bond in the substrate, which
subsequently attacks the Fe(IV)−oxo group from the
equatorial or axial position.25b,38 An electron is transferred
from the substrate into the 3d-orbitals of the Fe(IV) center.
HAT has been reported to occur via two possible channels for
2OG oxygenases: (i) a σ-channel and (ii) a π-channel25b,c,38
(Figure 10). In the σ-channel, an α-spin electron shifts from
σCH of the substrate to σ*z
2 of the metal; this results in a TS
that assumes a trajectory with linear FeOH arrangement
(approximately 180°). In the π-channel, the hydrogen atom
approaches the Fe(IV)−oxo metal center in a sideways
manner, leading to the transfer of a β-spin electron into the
antibonding π* orbitals of the Fe(IV) center. This overlap
results in a TS with an optimal FeOH angle of roughly
120°. As the substrate approaches the Fe(IV)O group, the
FeO bond gradually elongates and polarizes to form the
electron acceptor, a ferric-oxyl species.25b,c,38
2.4.1. Hydrogen Atom Abstraction (HAT). The reactive
Fe(IV)O species (RC2) generated from the dioxygen
activation phase abstracts a hydrogen atom from the methyl
group of lesioned DNA substrate (m3C), leading to formation
of the ferric-hydroxo (Fe(III)OH) group and a methylene
(R•CH2) radical (IM10). The formation of IM10 passes
through TS7.
2.4.1.1. Effects of the Conformational Flexibility on HAT.
To explore the effects of conformational flexibility, QM/MM
calculations were performed using five (5) well-equilibrated
snapshots from the ferryl complex production MD trajectories.
The snapshots were used to explore the effect of conforma-
tional variations on the potential energy barrier of the rate-
determining hydrogen atom abstraction step. Calculations
were carried out with the quintet spin state of the Fe(IV)−oxo
intermediate because previous studies have shown the
preference of non-heme iron enzymes for this spin
state.15,23−26 Our calculations reveal the HAT to be the rate-
determining step in substrate hydroxylation in agreement with
Scheme 4. Mechanism of Hydrogen Atom Abstraction and Rebound Hydroxylation Steps
Figure 10. Reaction channels for HAT by the Fe(IV)O complexes.
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other studies on non-heme iron enzymes.24,27−30 The
calculated barriers at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level (BS2) for
the five snapshots vary between 24.9 and 27.5 kcal/mol
without zero-point energy (ZPE) correction, and with ZPE,
they vary between 21.6 and 24.7 kcal/mol (Table 1). The
average barriers calculated using the Boltzmann weighted
average39 were found to be 22.2 and 25.3 kcal/mol with and
without ZPE, respectively. The Boltzmann weighted average
has been employed in various QM/MM studies of enzyme
reactions, where multiple snapshots have been used in the
mechanistic studies31,39−43 in order to eliminate the con-
tributions of unreasonably high barriers and stronger weighs
the lower and more representative barriers.43 The calculated
barrier is consistent with the experimentally derived value of
20.1 kcal/mol, calculated from the kcat value of 2.6 min
−1 at 37
°C.44 In AlkB−ssDNA, the Boltzmann weighted average
barriers are 25.6 and 21.9 kcal/mol, without and with ZPE,
respectively, while 25.1 and 22.3 kcal/mol were obtained for
AlkB−dsDNA without and with ZPE, respectively (Tables S1
and S3). Our calculated energy barriers match with previously
reported HAT values for other similar non-heme iron enzyme
models using QM/MM or DFT methods.24,27−30 Comparisons
of key distances and angles in both RC2 and TS7 for all the
five snapshots used for AlkBH2−dsDNA are presented in
Table 1 and are included in the SI for both AlkB complexes
(Tables S2 and S4). Subsequent calculations and molecular
orbital analysis were performed using the snapshots giving the
lowest barrier for the HAT.
2.4.1.2. Molecular Orbital Interactions Driving σ- and π-
Pathways. During hydrogen atom abstraction, the substrate
C−H bond cleaves and reacts with the Fe(IV)−oxo group,
leading to the elongation of the Fe−Op bond and its
polarization to form an Fe(III)-oxyl radical (Fe(III)−O•−) at
TS7. The obtained spin density of 4.00 for Fe at the TS7
confirms the 3+ oxidation state for the Fe center. Figure 11
shows the electron shift with orbital occupations in RC2 and
TS7 in HAT. In RC2, the σ*x2−y2 orbital is half filled, and σ*z2
is a virtual orbital. An α-electron is transferred from the
substrate (σCH) into the antibonding σ*z2 orbital located along
the Fe−O axis to give the radical carbon IM10 intermediate.
HAT proceeds via a σ-channel, and the calculated spin density
for the carbon atom of the substrate at TS7 varies between
−0.392 and −0.337 in all the snapshots. These observations
support transfer of an α-electron to the 3d orbital of the Fe
Table 1. Selected Distances, Angles, And Barriers for the Different Snapshots of RC2 and TS7 for the HAT Step in AlkBH2−
dsDNA, Calculated at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP Level
d(Fe−Op)
(Å)
d(Op−H)
(Å)
d(C−H)
(Å)
<(Fe−Op−H)
(deg)
<(C−Hp−O)
(deg)
Csubstrate spin
density in TS7
barrier without
ZPE (kcal/mol)
barrier with ZPE
(kcal/mol)
Snapshot 1
RC2 1.610 2.689 1.102 125.46 158.54 −0.379
TS7 1.744 1.233 1.313 145.15 169.88 −0.379 24.9 21.6
Snapshot 2
RC2 1.610 3.203 1.099 114.00 146.87 −0.337
TS7 1.778 1.285 1.281 141.89 166.29 −0.337 27.5 24.7
Snapshot 3
RC2 1.617 3.337 1.101 130.74 154.64 −0.392
TS7 1.750 1.239 1.321 151.36 173.07 −0.392 25.2 22.6
Snapshot 4
RC2 1.613 2.737 1.102 130.18 172.29 −0.377
TS7 1.743 1.242 1.307 148.76 176.37 −0.377 26.3 23.3
Snapshot 5
RC2 1.615 2.522 1.102 127.94 155.59 −0.369
TS7 1.739 1.260 1.305 148.99 170.17 −0.369 24.9 22.0
energy barrier Boltzmann
weighted average
25.3 22.2
Figure 11. Orbital occupancy diagram during hydrogen atom abstraction.
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metal (Table 1). The Fe−Op−H angle in all the snapshots
varies between 141.89° and 151.36° at the transition state
(TS7) (Table 1); i.e., it deviates from 180°, likely because of
constraints in geometry as the m3C DNA substrate cannot
move freely in the protein environment. Previous studies on
other non-heme iron enzymes have also reported an analogous
Fe−Op−H angle that deviates from 180°, but which still
proceeds via the σ-channel for hydrogen atom transfer.28,29,32
With both AlkB−ssDNA and AlkB−dsDNA, the HAT
transition state (TS7) Fe−Op−H angle in all the snapshots
varies between 118.37° and 145.55° (AlkB−ssDNA) and
129.88° and 139.31° (AlkB−dsDNA) (Tables S2 and S4).
These results and the calculated spin densities (Table S4) at
the carbon of the m3C substrate, which vary between −0.342
and −0.314, imply that AlkB−dsDNA hydrogen atom transfer
can also proceed via a σ-channel, with the transfer of an α-
electron from the substrate to the 3d orbitals of the Fe center.
However, with AlkB−ssDNA, the calculated spin density for
the carbon varies between −0.366 and 0.469 (Table S2). This
implies that there is a competition between σ- and π-channels,
as proposed in previous studies on AlkB.28 The observed σ and
π competition in the hydrogen atom transfer channel in AlkB−
ssDNA could be due to reduced steric constraints experienced
by m3C substrate in AlkB−ssDNA when compared to the
substrate in duplex DNA, so that it can relatively more easily
adopt a conformation which can undergo hydrogen abstraction
via both σ- and π-channels. With AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−
dsDNA, m3C is more restrained due to the duplex nature of
the dsDNA as the second strand of the DNA enhances the
stability of the strand that contains the substrate, making the
HAT proceed only through the σ-channel.
2.4.1.3. Effects of Residues from the Second Sphere and
beyond on HAT. In AlkBH2−dsDNA, the transition state is
stabilized by second sphere residues. Thr252, Arg110, and
Tyr122 stabilize the noncoordinating oxygen of succinate, O2
of the cytosine ring of the m3C substrate (hydrogen bonding
interaction), and the exocyclic amine (N4) of the substrate
(hydrogen bonding interaction), respectively. Further, a strong
π-stacking interaction of Phe124 with the cytosine ring of the
substrate enhances the stability and proper orientation of the
substrate. Networks of hydrogen bonding interactions of
second sphere residues, Glu175, Arg254, and Tyr122 enhance
the stability of the TS. These residues are in the vicinity of the
Fe center and the substrate. However, in both AlkB−ssDNA
and AlkB−dsDNA the transition states are stabilized by T-
shaped π-stacking interactions between Trp69 and Tyr76 and
the cytosine ring of the substrate; the Fe center is stabilized via
the hydrogen bonding interactions of Arg210 with the
noncoordinating oxygen of the coordinating aspartate. The
residues that stabilize the TS for HAT in the AlkBH2−dsDNA
show positive correlated motions with the Fe, metal
coordinating residues (His171, Asp173, and His236), substrate
recognition lid residues, and the double-stranded β-helix
(DSBH) core residues, while in bacterial AlkB (both with ss-
and dsDNA), the residues show positive correlation with Fe,
metal ligating residues, and DSBH residues, indicating that
more second sphere residues and stronger correlation motions
participate in the overall stabilization of TS7 in human
Figure 12. Geometries of the stationary points along the hydrogen atom abstraction step in AlkBH2−dsDNA. Distances (Å) and spin densities are
in black and pink, respectively.
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homologue than in bacterial AlkB and thus confirm their
importance in catalysis. The finding suggests that while the
three systems follow the same overall mechanism, modification
of the orientation of second sphere residues in the substrate
binding lid could influence HAT in AlkBH2, whereas such
modifications are less likely to affect AlkB. Thus, although the
details are complex, targeting second sphere residues could be
a way to obtain selective inhibitors for specific 2OG−
oxygenases.
At the IM10 stage, the Fe(IV)O species is completely
reduced to the Fe(III)OH intermediate with the generation
of a substrate carbon radical. The formation of IM10 is slightly
endergonic with the energy of 6.5 kcal/mol, including ZPE.
The FeOp and OpH distances are 1.85 and 0.95 Å,
respectively, confirming the formation of the Fe(III)OH
complex. The calculated spin density of 4.24 for the Fe center
supports the 3+ oxidation state assignment for iron at this
stage. The optimized reaction state geometries for the HAT
and the spin natural orbitals (SNOs) of the HAT transition
states for the snapshots with the lowest barrier in AlkBH2−
dsDNA and AlkBs are presented in Figures 12 and 13, and
Figures S47 and S48, respectively.
2.4.2. Mechanism of Rebound Hydroxylation. The radical
(IM10) formed by HAT undergoes a radical rebound process
via TS8, in which a hydroxyl (OH) group is transferred from
the Fe(III)−OH complex to the radical, leading to reduction
Figure 13. Spin natural orbitals (SNOs) with their respective populations (in parentheses) for the hydrogen atom abstraction transition state in the
AlkBH2−dsDNA complex.
Figure 14. QM/MM reaction profile for the substrate hydroxylation step by AlkBH2−dsDNA as calculated using UB3LYP/def2-TZVP (BS2) (in
red) and BS2 with ZPE (in black). Relative energies are in kcal/mol.
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of Fe(III) to Fe(II) and formation of the hydroxylated product
(PD). The rebound reaction occurs rapidly in AlkBH2−
dsDNA with a barrier of 12.6 kcal/mol, and the overall
reaction is highly exothermic (−31.6 kcal/mol), indicating that
the formation of the product (PD) is both thermodynamically
and kinetically favored. The rebound barriers in AlkB−ssDNA
and AlkB−dsDNA are 17.4 and 15.8 kcal/mol, respectively.
These barriers imply that the rebound process in both AlkB
enzymes occurs at a slower rate than with AlkBH2−dsDNA.
The slightly higher rebound barrier found in AlkB−ssDNA
compared to AlkB−dsDNA could be due to the fact that the
Fe(III)-linked OH group in IM10 makes a hydrogen bonding
interaction with the iron-coordinating Asp133 in agreement
with previous studies.28,29 The hydroxylated products (PD) in
both AlkB complexes are stable with energies of −23.1 and
−33.9 kcal/mol in AlkB−ssDNA and AlkB−dsDNA, respec-
tively. In the PD, the hydroxyl group of the hydroxylated
product forms a hydrogen bonding interaction with the iron-
ligating aspartate in AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−ssDNA. With
AlkBH2−dsDNA, PD is further stabilized via a strong π-
stacking interaction of the substrate base with Phe124. The
exocyclic amine (N4) of the substrate forms a strong hydrogen
bonding interaction with Glu175 and Tyr122, and the O2 of
the nucleobase ring (cytosine) forms a stable interaction with
Arg110; in both AlkB−ssDNA and AlkB−dsDNA, the stability
of the product is enhanced by interaction with Tyr76. The
obtained distances and spin densities are in good agreement
with reported values.24,28,29,31−33 The reaction state geometries
for TS8 and PD as well as the substrate hydroxylation step
energy profile for AlkBH2−dsDNA are presented in Figure
S49 and Figure 14, respectively.
3. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
3.1. Model Preparation. X-ray crystal structures of
AlkBH2−dsDNA, AlkB−dsDNA, and AlkB−ssDNA (PDB
codes 3RZJ,10 3O1M,45 and 3I49,46 respectively, in complex
with 3-methylcytosine (m3C) substrates) were used. Crystallo-
graphically unobserved residues from the loop region (residues
204 to 206) of AlkBH2−dsDNA were added using Modeller.47
This process was followed by replacement of the Mn(II) used
for crystallization with Fe(II) in the AlkBH2−dsDNA and
AlkB−dsDNA structures using GaussView 6.0. The proto-
nation states of the ionizable side chains were assessed with the
H++ server48a and with PROPKA software (Table S5);48b the
histidine residues that are coordinated to the Fe(II) center
were assigned protonation states based on visual inspection of
their local environments.
The Fe(II) center is in the high spin state (S = 2, M =
5);15−17 the octahedrally coordinated Fe binds 2OG (in a
bidentate fashion), two histidines (His1, His2), and one
aspartate residue. The sixth coordination site in AlkB enzymes
is occupied by a water in the crystal structures;10,11 this was
substituted with a dioxygen (O2), bound in an end on manner,
to give an Fe(III)−superoxo complex. The parameters for the
active site were prepared using the Metal Center Parameter
Builder (MCPB.py)49 as implemented in Amber. The metal
center parameters were derived based on the bonded and
electrostatic model approach in which the coordinating ligands
are connected to the metal through covalent bonds. The bond
and the angle force constants were derived using the Seminario
method;50 point charge parameters for the electrostatic
potential were obtained using the ChgModB method. MCPB
tools have been successfully used for description of the
mononuclear non-heme iron center and iron−sulfur Rieske
cluster.34c,51,52 Molecular dynamics simulations using param-
eters generated via the MCPB tool have successfully
reproduced the crystallographically observed geometry of
metal−ligand complexes for other 2OG oxygenases.34c,51,52
The parameters for 2OG and the substrate (m3C) were
generated using the Antechamber module of Amber 16.53 The
Leap module in Amber was used to add missing hydrogen
atoms, and the protein systems were neutralized using
counterions: Na+ for AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−dsDNA
and Cl− for AlkB−ssDNA, to compensate for the negative
charge of the AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−dsDNA systems,
and the positive charge of the AlkB−ssDNA system. The
systems were surrounded by a rectangular box solvated with
Transferable Intermolecular Potential 3-Point (TIP3P) water
molecules54 within a distance of at least 10 Å from the surface
of the proteins.
A two-stage minimization of the geometries using MM was
performed to eliminate clashes and bad contacts, prior to the
MD simulations. In the first stage of minimization, only water
molecules and ions were minimized, while the solute molecules
were restrained with a 500 kcal/(mol Å2) harmonic potential.
In the final stage of minimization, all atoms were optimized
with no restraints. The systems were subjected to 5000 steps of
steepest descent, followed by 5000 steps of conjugate gradient
energy minimization. The minimization steps were done with
the CPU version of SANDER in Amber16.
Similar procedures were used to prepare the parameters for
the ferryl complex of the three enzyme−DNA complexes,
where the 2OG cosubstrate was substituted with succinate,
which was modeled with monodentate carboxylate binding.
3.2. Molecular Dynamic Simulations. Molecular dy-
namics simulations were performed using the GPU version55
of the PMEMD engine integrated with Amber16.56 The
FF14SB57 force field was used in all the simulations, and
periodic boundary conditions were employed in all simu-
lations. Long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated
using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method58 with a direct
space and vdW cutoff of 10 Å. The minimized systems were
first heated for 50 ps by linearly increasing the temperature
from 0 to 300 K in a canonical ensemble (NVT) using the
Langevin thermostat.59 The heated systems were further
subjected to constant temperature heating (at 300 K) for 1
ns in an NPT ensemble. The solute molecules were restrained
with the harmonic potential of 10 kcal/(mol Å2) during the
heating processes. Thereafter, systems were equilibrated within
an NPT ensemble at a fixed temperature and pressure of 300 K
and 1 bar, respectively, for 3 ns without any restraints on solute
molecules. The MD productive runs were performed for 1 μs
in an NPT ensemble with a target pressure set at 1 bar and
constant pressure coupling of 2 ps. The pressure was held
constant using the Berendsen barostat,60 and the SHAKE
algorithm61 was used to constrain the bond lengths of those
bonds involving hydrogen atoms.
Trajectories were analyzed using CPPTRAJ,62 VMD,63
UCSF Chimera,64 and R (Bio3D).65 The analyses of the
root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the enzymes with
respect to the minimized crystal structure, root mean square
fluctuations (RMSFs), electrostatic interactions, and hydrogen
bonding were performed. The Bio3D package in R was used to
produce principal component analysis (PCA) and dynamic
cross correlation analysis (DCCA) as used in the previous
studies.34c,51
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3.3. QM/MM Calculations. All QM/MM calculations
were performed using the ChemShell package,66 that combines
Turbomole67 and DL_POLY.68 The former was used for the
QM region while the MM region was treated with the latter.
The electronic embedding scheme, which includes the
polarization of the QM region by the MM charge distribution
in the QM calculation, was used to describe the interaction
between the QM and MM regions. Hydrogen atoms were used
as the linked atoms to complete valences of bonds spanning
between the two regions. The MM region was described with
the Amber force field, and the QM part was accounted for with
density functional theory (DFT) using the unrestricted B3LYP
(UB3LYP) functional. The QM region used for the Fe(III)−
superoxo complex involves the non-heme iron center, its
coordinating residues (two His (His1 and His2), Asp, 2OG,
and O2), the methylguanidinium group of Arg (Arg254 in
AlkBH2−dsDNA and Arg210 in AlkBs), and the 3-methyl-
cytosine part of the substrate (Figure 3). In the ferryl complex,
2OG and O2 were replaced with succinate and an oxygen
atom, respectively. All geometry optimizations were performed
with the def2-SVP basis set (labeled as BS1) for all the atoms.
After the full geometry optimizations, linear transit scans along
the reaction coordinate were performed with 0.1 Å increments
to locate the transition states (the geometry that corresponds
to the highest energy in the PES) using DL-find optimizer.69
Transition states were reoptimized using the partitioned
rational function optimization (P-RFO) algorithm imple-
mented in the HDLC code.70 The fully optimized geometries
of the minima and the transition states were characterized via
frequency calculations. The energies of the optimized sta-
tionary points were recalculated via single-point energy
calculation using a larger basis set, def2-TZVP (labeled as
BS2), for all the atoms.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Our MD and QM/MM computations inform on the roles of
dynamics in influencing the selectivity and mechanisms of
methylated DNA repair by AlkB and its human homologue
AlkBH2. Based on the general mechanism of 2OG oxygenases,
reaction path calculations of dioxygen activation and substrate
oxidation steps were performed. Dioxygen activation involves
oxidative decarboxylation of the 2OG cosubstrate to succinate,
leading to formation of the Fe(IV)O intermediate.
Following dioxygen activation, decarboxylation is the rate-
limiting step, with barriers of 11.3, 11.8, and 13.2 kcal/mol for
AlkB−ssDNA, AlkBH2−dsDNA, and AlkB−dsDNA, respec-
tively. The DCCA implies that the correlated motions of the
residues that stabilize the decarboxylation process transition
state are more important for catalysis in AlkBH2−dsDNA and
AlkB−ssDNA than in AlkB−dsDNA. We also explored the
2OG rearrangement and “ferryl flip” mechanistic paths in the
formation of the reactive Fe(IV)O intermediate from the
“off-line” binding mode of the 2OG cosubstrate in the
enzymes. The calculations reveal that 2OG rearrangement is
more energetically viable than the “ferryl flip”.
Prior to the QM/MM calculations, we performed a series of
1 μs MD simulations on both the Fe(III)−superoxo and the
ferryl complexes. The dynamics studies reveal the importance
of conformational flexibility of the DNA component in the
overall motion of the protein−DNA complexes. They also
reveal flexibility in the binding of succinate compared to 2OG,
likely reflecting preferred binding of the 2OG cosubstrate
compared to the succinate coproduct. Residues Tyr161 and
Arg248 (AlkBH2−dsDNA), Tyr122 and Arg204 (AlkB−
ssDNA), and Ser145 and Trp178 (AlkB−dsDNA) are involved
in binding 2OG and the succinate product, while His171,
Tyr122, and Phe124 (AlkBH2−dsDNA) and Trp69, Tyr76,
and His131 (AlkBs) enhance DNA substrate binding. MD
studies also reveal the importance of the hydrophobic β-
hairpin in AlkBH2−dsDNA as these residues have a strong
positive correlation with the substrate recognition lid residues,
and such correlated motion might contribute significantly to
the binding of the substrate. The dynamics studies reveal that
this hydrophobic β-hairpin is more flexible in the ferryl
complex than in the Fe(III)−superoxo complex. In the ferryl
complex, it moves toward the Fe center, leading to the
compaction of the complex and, hence, a mode that favors
catalysis. The results also reveal that AlkB−ssDNA is more
structurally compact than AlkB−dsDNA with the protein in
the latter only interacting with one of the duplex DNA strands.
The m3C DNA substrate binds better to the active site of the
protein in the ferryl compared to the Fe(III)−superoxo
complex, resulting in a more productive complex for the
substrate oxidation step.
After dioxygen activation, the reactive Fe(IV)O species
enables hydrogen atom abstraction (HAT) of the substrate
methyl group to give a methylene radical intermediate which
subsequently undergoes rebound hydroxylation to give the
hydroxylated product. The QM/MM calculations imply that
HAT is rate-limiting for substrate oxidation in agreement with
studies on some 2OG oxygenases.27−30 However, if one
considers the entire catalytic cycle in 2OG−oxygenases,
including substrate binding and the product release, the rate-
determining step can vary and, at least in some cases, is
dissociation of the enzyme product complex.19
To explore the effect of conformational variations of the
protein on the energy barrier, we used multiple snapshots (5
snapshots for each of the systems studied) to investigate the
HAT for the three systems. The results reveal that the
hydrogen abstraction occurs via the σ-channel in both
AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−dsDNA. With AlkB−ssDNA,
the σ- and π-channels compete, due to the reduced steric
constraints experienced by the m3C DNA substrate in AlkB−
ssDNA when compared to AlkBH2−dsDNA and AlkB−
dsDNA. The rebound hydroxylation occurs at a faster rate
than HAT, resulting in hydroxylated products that are both
thermodynamically and kinetically stable.
The studies reported here provide in-depth insight into the
relationship between dynamic behaviors and the catalytic
mechanisms of AlkB−ssDNA, AlkB−dsDNA, and AlkBH2−
dsDNA. Various 2OG oxygenases are current targets for
medicinal chemistry, with the vast majority of inhibitors
reported being active site Fe chelators/2OG competitors,
resulting in blockage of catalysis.71 Our results on the roles of
dynamics in catalysis suggest that analogous studies aimed at
understanding the modes of action of active site binding
inhibitors, including those in clinical/agrochemical use and
trials, may be productive.71 In addition, inhibitors that bind to
other regions of the protein (for example, substrate binding lid
region) might provide better selectivity for a desired AlkB
target over the other analogous enzymes. Our studies have
suggested potential targets in this regard.
At least in some cases there is a desire to identify allosteric
inhibitors or even compounds enhancing 2OG oxygenase
activity. Indeed, in some cases structure−activity relationships
for 2OG oxygenase inhibitors are difficult to rationalize on the
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basis of active site interactions alone, especially those observed
by “static” crystallography.72 The dynamic and selective roles
of the different regions of the overall enzyme−substrate
complexes in substrate recognition and catalysis by the 2OG
oxygenase−substrate complexes imply that there is scope for
identifying modulators that act on specific steps during
catalysis.
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